Nodes, Constituents, Expansions and Areas
In 1.3.2 of the previous chapter the general format for Verb-first languages of the Formation Rules that generate SA-structures was specified as follows:
V + (NP/S) SA-Format: S → V + NP/S + NP/S V + NP/S + NP + NP/S
This SA-Format is useful as far as it goes. It acts as a filter on structures generated by the Formation Rules. But in order to show up the underlying regularities in the rules (which were devised to show up the regularities detectable in the language), more information is needed on nodes, trees and operations on trees. This information will be provided in terms that may seem unnecessarily close to implementation. Their point, however, is not the imposition of some specific class of possible implementations but only, more modestly, to provide a set of notions precise enough to describe and analyse the operations occurring in the grammars of the languages described to an acceptable degree of formal precision. Let us consider a tree to be a set of nodes and of relations of nodes, each node being characterized by a tag and by its values on a number of parameters. Each node is obligatorily specified for the parameters of category, parent node, right and left brother under the same parent, and lexical filler or dependents (the two being mutually exclusive), and optionally also for possible features. There are three kinds of features, rule features, which only occur with categorial nodes (see 2.6), plus/minus features, only occurring with noncategorial nodes, and neutral features, occurring with either. Thus, the general structure of a node specification for a node tagged N i is as follows, with p, q, r, s and t as appropriate variables. The value for all parameters except 'category' may be zero (Ø). At SA-level the only categorial node (see 2.6) is V: all lexically filled nodes have the category value 'V' (predicate). The category value may be changed during the Cycle by means of node category change (see 2.5). Many predicates bring along from the lexicon a rule feature inducing a cyclic rule. Rule features are removed when the rule in question starts to operate. When a cyclic rule results in a V-cluster through attraction of material from outside, any remaining rule features are inherited by the new cluster.
The parameters for parent, right/left brother and dependents define the local surroundings of the node. They express the two mathematical properties in terms of which tree structures are defined: dominance and precedence.
